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A B S T R A C T
Bumblebees and honeybees have been the subjects of a great deal of recent research in animal cognition. Many of the major topics in cognition, including memory, attention, concept learning, numerosity, spatial cognition, timing, social learning, and metacognition have been examined in bumblebees, honeybees, or both. Although bumblebees and honeybees are very closely related, they also differ in important ways, including social organization, development, and foraging behaviour. We examine whether differences between bumblebees and honeybees in cognitive processes are related to differences in their natural history and behaviour. There are differences in some cognitive traits, such as serial reversal learning and matching-to-sample, that appear related to differences between bumblebees and honeybees in foraging and social behaviour. Other cognitive processes, such as numerosity, appear to be very similar. Despite the wealth of information that is available on some aspects of bumblebee and honeybee cognition and behaviour, there are relatively few instances, however, in which adequate data exist to make direct comparisons. We highlight a number of phenomena, including concept learning, spatial cognition, timing, and metacognition, for which targeted comparative research may reveal unexpected adaptive variation in cognitive processes in these complex animals. This article is part of a Special Issue entitled: In Honor of Jerry Hogan.

A recurring theme in Jerry Hogan's writing and teaching is the distinction between cause and function in the study of animal behaviour (Hogan and Bolhuis, 2009; Hogan, 1994). As Jerry points out in his chapter in this issue, the relation between cause and function in animal behaviour is complex (Hogan, in press). Functional explanations of behaviour cannot serve the same role as causal explanations, and much fruitless argument and debate can result when intentionally or unintentionally functional accounts are made to do the explanatory work of causal accounts. Functional outcomes cannot make behaviour happen. At the same time, research on the function of behaviour, such as the optimization of nectar collection by pollinators, can raise causal questions about the cognitive processes that make an outcome possible. Similarly, a clear understanding of causal mechanisms can explain why expected functional outcomes sometimes do not occur. Causal constraints on how memory or perception work may impose limits on what a pollinator can achieve. On an evolutionary time scale, natural selection can modify causal mechanisms such as memory or perception and produce adaptively specialized causal mechanisms that may be difficult to understand without knowing their function. In this paper, we will try to steer a course between functional and causal accounts of animal cognition and ask whether the functions of bumblebee and honeybee behaviour can help us analyze causal properties of cognition in these closely related but very different social insects.

The comparative study of animal cognition also focuses on recurring themes. Memory, attention, concept learning, numerosity, spatial cognition, timing, social learning, and metacognition are standard topics in texts and reference books of animal cognition (Shettleworth, 2013; Roberts, 1998; Zentall and Wasserman, 2012). Perhaps surprisingly, all of these topics and more have been investigated in bumblebees and honeybees. We will describe some recent discoveries about bee cognition that highlight the potential of bumblebees and honeybees for examining challenging questions about the causal organization of animal cognition.

There is a vast amount of research on the mechanisms of learning, memory and cognition in honeybees and rather less on bumblebees. Much of the research on honeybees focuses, either directly or indirectly, on their dance language and on how the...
direction and distance information conveyed by the waggle dance is put to use: how the sun’s azimuth and skylight polarization are used to determine compass direction (e.g. Evangelista et al., 2014), and how distance and position are estimated (Cheng, 2000). There has been, in addition, a great deal of research on the molecular mechanisms of learning and memory in honeybees using the proboscis extension response (PER) as a model system. We will not attempt to review this large body of honeybee research here. Comprehensive recent reviews are available (Menzel, 2012; Giurfa and Sandoz, 2012; Srinivasan, 2011; Couvillon, 2012; Grüter and Farina, 2009). Research on learning, memory, and cognition in bumblebees, in contrast, tends to focus on foraging decisions and how bumblebees exploit floral nectar and pollen resources. Trapping foraging, the use of space, floral constancy, and the coevolution of bumblebee behaviour and floral phenotypes are recurring themes (Heinrich, 1979; Goulson, 2009; Kearns and Thomson, 2001; Chittka et al., 1999; Lihoreau et al., 2010). Our goals in this paper are to examine a few areas where there appear to be interesting differences in cognition between honeybees and bumblebees and to relate these where possible to differences in honeybee and bumblebee behaviour and natural history.

1. Bumblebees and honeybees

There are about 20,000 species of bees, distributed over seven families (Danforth et al., 2013). Bumblebees and honeybees are members of the same family, Apidae, and the same subfamily Apinae. Bumblebees belong to the tribe Bombini and all belong to a single genus, Bombus, while honeybees are in the tribe Apini that likewise comprises a single genus, Apis. Though not each other’s closest phylogenetic relatives, the bumblebees and honeybees are nevertheless very closely related (Hedtke et al., 2013; Danforth et al., 2013; Cardinal and Danforth, 2011; Thompson and Oldroyd, 2004). The nearest relatives of bumblebees are the stingless bees in the tribe Meliponini while the nearest relatives of the honeybees are the tribe Euglossini, the orchid bees (Fig. 1).

These four tribes (Bombini and Meliponini, Apini and Euglossini) are known as the corbiculate bees for the corbicula or pollen baskets on the hind legs used for carrying pollen. There are 7 species of Apis worldwide and about 250 species of Bombus.

Although most species of bees are solitary, both bumblebees and honeybees are eusocial, probably deriving their eusociality from a primitively eusocial common ancestor of the corbiculate bees (Cardinal and Danforth, 2011). Bumblebees are considered primitively eusocial because queen and worker bumblebees differ primarily in size, in contrast to honeybees which show greater morphological caste specialization, and because new bumblebee nests are established by a single foundress queen whereas new honeybee hives are formed by swarms that include a queen and many workers (Cardinal and Danforth, 2011). Both bumblebees and honeybees collect floral nectar and pollen, and honeybees also collect propolis which they use to seal and reinforce the hive. Both bumblebees and honeybees are important pollinators of wild plants and commercial crops. Both are polylectic – they collect pollen from many different unrelated types of plants – in contrast to many bees that collect pollen from only one or a few species of plants, though there is at least one monolecetric bumblebee, Bombus consobrinus, a specialist on monkshood Aconitum (Laverty and Plowright, 1988). Most of what is known about learning, memory, and cognition in honeybees comes from research on the domestic honeybee Apis mellifera while research on bumblebees examines more species. Increasingly, however, research on bumblebees focuses on two species that are raised commercially for pollination of greenhouse crops, Bombus impatiens in North America and Bombus terrestris in Europe.

Bumblebees and honeybees differ in many ways that may affect cognitive processes or how cognition is deployed to solve problems bees encounter in the wild. Bumblebee colonies are smaller than honeybee colonies, consisting of several hundred individuals compared to many thousands of individuals in a honeybee colony. This means that the behaviour of an individual bumblebee has a greater effect on the success of the colony than does the behaviour of an individual honeybee. Honeybees originated in the tropics and bumblebees in northern temperate regions (Michener, 2007). Bumblebees are typically larger than honeybees. A single bumblebee is energetically more costly to its colony than a single honeybee, but bumblebees are less costly in metabolic rate per unit of mass (Townsend-Mehler et al., 2011): it takes fewer calories to fuel a gram of bumblebees than a gram of honeybees.

Honeybees have better colour discrimination than bumblebees, but bumblebees show greater acuity in the detection of colour stimuli than honeybees (Dyer et al., 2008). It is possible that the temperate zone origin of bumblebees placed a greater selective advantage on the detection of small colour targets, namely dispersed patches of flowers, than the tropical zone origin of honeybees in which forest trees present thousands of flowers in a highly localized concentration (Dyer et al., 2008). Bumblebees and honeybees also differ in attentional processes. Bumblebees show slow but accurate parallel search compared to the fast but less accurate serial search of honeybees when searching for a target in the presence of distractors (Morawetz and Spapetce, 2012).

The division of labour in the colony differs between honeybees and bumblebees. In honeybees, workers progress through various nest and foraging tasks in an age-dependent fashion. In bumblebees workers of all ages and sizes may perform nest or foraging duties. Larger bumblebees bring nectar to the colony at a higher rate (Spaethe and Weidenmüller, 2002) but individuals of all sizes forage for nectar and pollen. Within a bumblebee colony some individuals have spatially small areas of activity, usually associated with feeding larvae, while others move in spatially larger areas foraging, fanning, or guarding the nest. The duties are neither age-dependent as in honeybees nor size dependent (Jandt and Dornhaus, 2009).

Honeybee foragers communicate to each other about sites where nectar and pollen are available using the well-known dance language, bumblebees do not. Bumblebees do, however, obtain information that floral nectar sources are available from the “excited runs” and pheromone signals of foragers returning to the nest and obtain olfactory information in the nest about what kinds of nectar sources these are (Dornhaus and Chittka, 2001, 2004, 2005; Saleh and Chittka, 2006; Molet et al., 2009). Foraging bumblebees also learn from interactions at flowers with other bumblebees to prefer certain flowers (Worden and Papaj, 2005; Leadbeater and Chittka, 2005; Auvargués-Weber and Chittka, 2014) and which flowers have a reduced risk of predation (Dawson and Chittka, 2014). Bumblebees are avid nectar robbers, cutting into the corolla of some flowers to obtain nectar, and the presence of these cut corollas promotes nectar robbing in naive bees (Leadbeater and Chittka, 2008; Goulson et al., 2013). Although Darwin thought that honeybees could learn to exploit cuts made in corollas by bumblebees...
(Darwin, 1841; Romanes, 1884), there appears to be no contemporary research on social learning of this kind by honeybees.

Bumblebee pollen loads from a single foraging trip often contain more different types of pollen than is the case for honeybees, indicating that they visit a greater variety of flowers per foraging trip, and the pollen that is collected by bumblebees is higher in protein and essential amino acid content than pollen collected by honeybees (Leonhardt and Blüthgen, 2012) suggesting that bumblebees may be better able to perceive aspects of pollen quality than honeybees.

*B. impatiens* abandons a high value food source sooner than *A. mellifera* when the concentration of nectar declines (Townsend-Mehler et al., 2011). Bumblebees also, however, return to that nectar source more readily than honeybees do. Furthermore, bumblebees are more likely than honeybees to search for and successfully discover alternative nectar sources following a drop in nectar concentration at the source they are feeding from. Townsend-Mehler and Dyer (2012) found that honeybees are more resistant to extinction at a high value food source, that is, they persevere after bumblebees have given up and moved on. Bumblebees are more influenced by their history of reward with a high value food source than honeybees are, and show a smaller negative contrast effect when provided with a non-preferred low quality source of nectar (Townsend-Mehler and Dyer, 2012). There are differences, however, between species of *Bombus* in floral constancy – the tendency to visit one type of flower exclusively – indicating that differences between *Bombus* and *Apis* in the likelihood of switching among food sources may not be absolute (Raine et al., 2006).

The extraordinary behavioural complexity of honeybees and bumblebees, both as individuals and as an integrated functioning colony, is familiar to most students of animal behaviour. We will try to assess whether there are consistent differences in bumblebee and honeybee cognition that transcend experimental procedures and paradigms, and ask whether it is possible to account for these differences in terms of bumblebee and honeybee behaviour and natural history. As Jerry Hogan would more accurately put it, are there differences between bumblebees and honeybees in the function of their behaviour that are correlated with differences in causal cognitive mechanisms?

2. Memory

Two very simple but widely used procedures in research on animal cognition are serial reversal and matching-to-sample. The former requires that an animal learn to discriminate between stimuli and then change what it has learned. The latter requires an animal to retain the memory of a sample stimulus, usually briefly, and then show by a choice whether it can match that memory to stimuli presented subsequently. Both procedures have been used to examine memory in bumblebees and honeybees.

2.1. Serial reversal learning

Reversal learning requires animals to learn an initial discrimination between rewarded and unrewarded stimuli, recognize when the reward contingency is changed, and respond accordingly (Shettleworth, 1998). If performance improves but falls short of single trial reversal, it suggests the animal has not learned a rule for switching, but is burdened by proactive interference and is therefore less likely to correctly switch back to a previously rewarded stimulus (Bitterman, 1969). These properties of serial reversal learning have led to its use in research on cognition in many species (Bitterman, 1969; Davey, 1989; Shettleworth, 2010a,b).

Differences in natural foraging behaviour between bumblebees and honeybees are considerable and suggest there may be differences in behavioural flexibility between them. Floral constancy is the tendency for an individual bee, once it has begun to forage, to concentrate on a single species of plant almost exclusively and both honeybees and bumblebees tend to be florally constant (Free, 1963; Free, 1970). As noted earlier, however, bumblebees may be both quicker to abandon a depleting nectar source and quicker to return to it whereas honeybees tend to perseverate on such a depleting resource (Townsend-Mehler et al., 2011). This may occur because honeybee foragers are recruited by the dance language to highly rewarding flowers (Seeley, 1985), and can locate flowers and forage productively without having to determine by trial and error which flowers are rewarding and which are not. This is not the case for bumblebees which usually sample many different flower species before becoming constant (Heinrich et al., 1977). If the natural foraging behaviour of honeybees does not require them to vary the types of flowers that they visit, while the natural foraging behaviour of bumblebees requires visiting both rewarding and non-rewarding flowers, it is possible that there are differences in behavioural flexibility detectable by differences in serial reversal learning.

In honeybees serial reversal has been studied in harnessed and in free flying bees. Harnessed bees are tested using the proboscis extension reflex (PER) in which a bee is conditioned to extend its proboscis when an S+ odour is administered to its antennae (the olfactory organ of bees) and refrain from responding to an S− odour (Bitterman et al., 1983). Mota and Giurfa (2010) tested serial reversal learning in honeybees using PER and found that bees given three reversals of five trials per reversal significantly changed their responding following each reversal. The extent to which they changed their responding decreased, however, with each reversal. This indicates that, contrary to what is typically found in animals tested on serial reversal, honeybees show worse performance with repeated reversals and, in fact, in this experiment they eventually lost the ability to discriminate between the S+ and S− stimuli.

This result closely resembles results with free flying honeybees tested on a similar number of colour reversals over a similar number of trials (von Helversen, 1974; Couvillon and Bitterman, 1986). When free flying honeybees were tested for more trials (8 or 10 per reversal), however, they did not gradually generalize responding to both stimuli, but were able to reverse their choice of the S+ stimulus and showed a similar pattern of discrimination over all reversals trials (von Helversen, 1974; Couvillon and Bitterman, 1986). This suggests that the inability of the bees to adapt to the reversals in the PER procedure may be due to the small number of trials rather than the inability of honeybees to adapt to reversal at all.

Dyer et al. (2014) subjected free-flying honeybees to three reversals of a two-colour discrimination. The mean performance of the group of 32 bees was 50% correct by the third reversal. Analysis of the behaviour of individual bees showed that 4 reversed their colour preference when the reward contingency reversed, 4 maintained their original colour preference across all reversals, and 24 bees behaved in a way that Dyer et al. (2014) called “Fickle-circumspect”. As in the study by Mota and Giurfa (2010), successive reversals led to mean performance at the chance level.

A further study of reversal learning in honeybees compared bees’ PER responses on a reversal task when prior training had included either reversals or an equivalent amount of training
without reversals (Komischke et al., 2002). Honeybees that had experienced reversals changed their pattern of responding on the final reversal more than those that had the same number of training trials without any reversals. Neither group, however, managed to completely reverse their responding on the final reversal and respond to the newly rewarded stimulus more than to the previously rewarded stimulus. Nonetheless, prior experience did seem to facilitate reversal learning, supporting the conclusion that previous failures of honeybees on reversal tasks could be due to training conditions.

In general, the results of serial reversal tests on honeybees under a variety of conditions show worsening performance with an increasing number of reversals. Results with bumblebees have been very different, showing improvement in reversal learning (Chittka, 1998; Strang and Sherry, 2014). Chittka (1998) trained bumblebees to turn either left or right in a T-maze – indicated by a centrally located colour cue – in order to receive a sucrose reward. A single bumblebee was then trained on 11 reversals, one reversal occurring each day, and given 100 trials on each reversal. The bee’s accuracy declined dramatically at the start of the reversals, but then improved until by the eighth reversal, the bee made only one error in the first eight post reversal trials.

In an experiment involving a single reversal of a blue/yellow colour discrimination, bumblebees quickly reversed their colour preference (Raine and Chittka, 2012). Speed of learning the initial discrimination was correlated with overnight retention of the discrimination and with speed of learning the reversed discrimination on the following day.

We tested bumblebees on nine reversals of 40 trials each and found significant improvement across reversals (Strang and Sherry, 2014). The number of errors bees made in the first block of trials immediately following a reversal decreased across reversals, and the number of errors made in subsequent blocks, when the reward contingency was stable, fell to minimal levels (Fig. 2). The bumblebees learned to reverse. Their repeated experience with serial reversal improved their ability to reverse, in contrast to results with honeybees that tend to show a deteriorating ability to reverse with repeated reversals. These two studies clearly show that bumblebees are behaviourally flexible, in contrast to results with honeybees that indicate a breakdown in discrimination under rapidly changing reward conditions.

Bumblebees may thus differ from honeybees in behavioural flexibility in a way that is correlated with their usual foraging behaviour. Whether this difference is the result of evolutionary modification of learning, the result of individual experience, or an outcome of events during bumblebee and honeybee development remains to be determined.

2.2. Matching-to-sample

Cognitive processes more complex than reversal learning, such as concept learning, numerosity, and metacognition, have increasingly been explored in bees. There has been research with both bumblebees and honeybees, but honeybees have been the preferred subjects, perhaps reflecting honeybee researchers’ focus on the mechanisms of learning and memory. The preference for honeybees could also be due, however, to their aptitude at solving matching-to-sample (MTS) tasks (Giurfa et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2005; Zhang and Pahl, 2012; Gross et al., 2009). In a matching-to-sample task an animal is presented with a stimulus and then presented with two choice stimuli, one of which is a match to the sample stimulus and is rewarded while the other is a non-match and is not rewarded (Shettleworth, 1998, 2010). A variable delay can be introduced between the sample and the choice, turning the task into delayed matching-to-sample (DMTS). The task can also be varied to provide a reward for choosing the non-matching stimulus, making the task non-matching-to-sample. The relationship between the sample and choice stimuli can be symbolic rather than a literal match. A blue sample, for instance, might require choosing a vertical but not a horizontal line for a correct match. A blue sample, for instance, might require choosing a vertical but not a horizontal line for a correct match. MTS tasks have been used extensively to study not only animal memory (Blough, 1959), but also concept learning (Zentall and Hogan, 1978; Wright, 1997) and metacognition (Hampton, 2001). The versatility of MTS makes many questions about cognition accessible once an animal has learned the basic task.

There are numerous studies in which honeybees have successfully learned DMTS tasks (Giurfa et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2005; Gross et al., 2009; Zhang and Pahl, 2012). In the standard paradigm, a honeybee flies into a Y-maze and is presented with a sample. After inspecting the sample, the bee flies through a baffle into a choice chamber where it is presented with matching and non-matching stimuli. The bee makes a choice by flying into the reward chamber through the opening indicated by the matching stimulus. Although the task is different from the touch screen or key peck apparatus used with laboratory rats and pigeons, honeybees show the typical memory decline with increasing delays between the sample and the choice stimuli, indicating that successful performance depends on working memory as in other DMTS designs (Zhang et al., 2005; Zhang and Pahl, 2012).

In contrast to the relative abundance of honeybee DMTS studies there is a conspicuous absence of similar work in bumblebees. It is possible there are few results on DMTS with bumblebees because there have been few attempts. It is also possible there have been unsuccessful attempts to train bumblebee on DMTS. As Perry et al. (2013) point out, unsuccessful attempts to detect learning phenomena in invertebrates can be informative. We attempted to train bumblebees on a matching-to-sample task comparable to those...
used with honeybees and were unsuccessful. We trained seven bumblebees (*B. impatiens*) to fly through a Y-maze that consisted of a sample chamber, choice chamber, and reward chambers, each connected by a short tube (Fig. 3). Once bees were flying through the chamber each bee was given 80 trials of DMTS training with blue and yellow colour cues. There were four trial types, a yellow sample with a colour match on either the right or the left, and a blue sample with a colour match on either the right or the left. All trial types were presented equally and pseudorandomized. None of the bumblebees learned the task and performance did not differ from chance after 80 trials (Fig. 3). The colour stimuli were the same as those used in the reversal experiments described earlier in which bumblebees readily learned both discriminations and reversals. The number of trials and number of bees tested in this experiment were comparable to those of Giurfa et al. (2001) in which honeybees successfully learned a DMTS task, though it is worth noting that 80 trials is considerably fewer than the hundreds of trials often given to pigeons during DMTS training (Hogan et al., 1981).

An early application of honeybees’ success on the DMTS task was a test of concept learning. Giurfa et al. (2001) trained two groups of honeybees on either a colour or a grating DMTS task in the Y-maze and then tested the bees on unrewarded transfer trials to the other stimulus set. If the bees had used an associative mechanism to solve the DMTS task their performance with the novel stimuli should be at chance, but if they had used the concept of sameness to solve the problem originally, then application of that concept to novel stimuli would result in performance above chance. Bees trained on colour and transferred to gratings and those trained on gratings and transferred to colour both showed a preference for the matching choice. The authors ran additional experiments in which bees were required to learn the non-matching version of the task and then were given similar transfer tests. Bees again performed above chance suggesting that they had learned the concept of same/different.

### 3. Concept learning

An early application of honeybees’ success on the DMTS task was a test of concept learning. Giurfa et al. (2001) trained two groups of honeybees on either a colour or a grating DMTS task in the Y-maze and then tested the bees on unrewarded transfer trials to the other stimulus set. If the bees had used an associative mechanism to solve the DMTS task their performance with the novel stimuli should be at chance, but if they had used the concept of sameness to solve the problem originally, then application of that concept to novel stimuli would result in performance above chance. Bees trained on colour and transferred to gratings and those trained on gratings and transferred to colour both showed a preference for the matching choice. The authors ran additional experiments in which bees were required to learn the non-matching version of the task and then were given similar transfer tests. Bees again performed above chance suggesting that they had learned the concept of same/different.
Concept learning has been studied in honeybees using other experimental paradigms, too. Avargués-Weber et al. (2011) tested honeybees in a Y-maze on a discrimination between the concepts “above” and “below”. The stimuli consisted of a target shape (e.g. a circle) placed either above or below a referent, a solid black horizontal bar. Bees were trained either to choose the stimulus representing the above relationship or the stimulus representing the below relationship. The bees were trained with a number of different target stimuli and then transferred successfully to novel stimuli. Importantly the bees' performance dropped to chance when the target stimulus was presented in the correct part of the visual field (either top or bottom depending on training), but the referent horizontal line was removed. Avargués-Weber et al. (2012) expanded the task in order to look simultaneously at above/below and right/left relations. Honeybees successfully discriminated between these two relational configurations. Although there are many differences between “concepts” as they are understood in human cognition and the behaviour shown by bees (Chittka and Jensen, 2011), these two studies do provide persuasive demonstrations that bees are capable of learning relational “concepts” like above/below and left/right and support the previous findings with DMTS of Giurfa et al. (2001).

As with other research on cognitive processes in bees, there is much less known about concept learning in bumblebees. Brown and Sayde (2013) connected bumblebee colonies directly to a testing arena in which either two identical stimuli, or two dissimilar stimuli, were displayed on the floor. The stimuli consisted of either colours (yellow and blue) or gratings. There were detection zones within the arena that would open a door and provide reward if the bee moved to the correct detection zone given the stimuli presented (e.g. the right detection zone for stimuli that were the same), with correct detection zones counterbalanced across colonies. The results showed that colonies made more correct than incorrect choices after training and the same was true when colonies were transferred to a novel set of stimuli. Data collection was automated and results were scored as the number of choices made. Because individual bee identities were not recorded, results were colony-level choices. Patterns of choice by individual bumblebees were not known. The very different design of this study precludes direct comparison between bumblebees and honeybees, but this investigation of concept learning in bumblebees does suggest that bumblebees, at the colony level, are able to respond appropriately based on sameness or difference.

4. Numerosity

Exploration of number abilities in nonhuman animals has been extensive, numerosity having been demonstrated in species as distinctly related as primates (Brannon and Terrace, 1998) and pigeons (Scarfe et al., 2011). There are a number of studies showing that honeybees and bumblebees are capable of numerosity discriminations (Chittka and Geiger, 1995; Dacke and Srinivasan, 2008; Gross et al., 2009; Bar-Shai et al., 2011). Number is an apt topic for investigation in both bumblebees and honeybees because numerical information, such as the number of landmarks between the hive and a nectar source, could clearly assist in search for food and return to the hive (Pahl et al., 2013). The number of flowers in an inflorescence, the number of flowers visited in the current patch, the number of other individuals currently feeding at a nectar source, the number of eggs produced, the number of cells containing honey, pollen or brood are all numerical properties of the environment and potentially important to both bumblebees and honeybees.

The paradigms used to study number in bees draw heavily on naturalistic foraging tasks. Chittka and Geiger (1995) tested whether or not honeybees would use the number of landmarks to locate a feeder when landmark number and distance were confounded. Honeybees were trained to a feeder that was a specific number of landmarks and a specific distance away from their colony. After training, the bees were tested on variations of the task. The variations involved changing the distance between the landmarks and adding or reducing the number of landmarks. The results on test trials showed that bees predominantly used distance to guide their search for the feeder, but on some test trials a significant number of bees searched at the correct feeder according to landmark number. Dacke and Srinivasan (2008), building on the work of Chittka and Geiger (1995), trained honeybees to locate a feeder based on number of landmarks when distance was made uninformative. The honeybees successfully learned to locate the feeder based on sequentially encountered landmarks and even transferred to novel landmark stimuli. The behaviour of honeybees on these tasks is consistent with the view that number can serve as a distance cue for foraging bees.

Number judgments in naturalistic tasks have also been studied in bumblebees. Bar-Shai et al. (2011) observed bumblebees that foraged on a plant which produces exactly five nectaries in each flower, the bristly hollyhock A. setosa. If bumblebees were using number information while foraging they should probe the flowers no more than five times, because a sixth probe would usually be unrewarded. As predicted, bumblebees observed in the wild most frequently probed A. setosa 5 times during a visit. Following field observation the authors conducted a more controlled laboratory investigation of numerically determined flower departure. Bumblebees were trained that only two feeders in a patch would provide nectar, and that after two feeder visits the bumblebees would have to move to another patch in order to continue receiving rewards. This was intended to engage the same mechanism for departure as at an A. setosa flower. Throughout training the number of flowers visited by bees within a patch declined and approached the optimal number of two visits per patch. The results suggest that, similar to honeybees, bumblebees can use numerical information to aid foraging. It is worth noting that the bumblebees were trained for a very large number of trials, 200, so while bumblebees are able to use numerical information, they may not learn it as easily as other cues. This result is similar to the way in which honeybees used numerical information in Chittka and Geiger’s (1995) study. Numerical information was used, but distance was the preferred cue.

Not all investigations of numerical abilities in honeybees have used naturalistic paradigms; the DMTS task has also been used to test numerical abilities in honeybees (Gross et al., 2009). In a Y-maze honeybees successfully matched the number of items in a sample, up to the number four. This ability to accurately discriminate small numbers suggests the bees may be holding individual items in working memory, a so-called object file mechanism for determining number (Merritt et al., 2012). The object file system for numerical discrimination breaks down when more than 4 items are involved, even for humans. This contrasts with the approximate number system that can handle any number of items but obeys Weber’s law, namely that the ratio between numbers determines whether or not they can be discriminated (Merritt et al., 2012). Honeybees’ ability to match exact number rather than approximate magnitude up to the number four is very similar to exact number discrimination in monkeys (Hauser et al., 2000) and may indicate that a similar mechanism for discriminating small numbers is at work. Although there are not a great many studies on number sense in bees, there has been research on both bumblebees and honeybees in the wild and in different laboratory paradigms. The results are consistent in showing that both bumblebees and honeybees use numerosity to make foraging decisions. This result is what might be expected, given that both honeybees and bumblebees are likely to gain from using number in some form to estimate distances,
5. Spatial cognition

Social bees are ideal subjects for research on spatial cognition because they can be relied on to return to their colony after a foraging excursion. Like food-storing birds that can be relied on to return to their food caches (Sherry and Hosholey, 2007), bumblebees and honeybees must be able to discriminate among real world spatial locations and return to particular places, like the nest, from variable and unpredictable starting points.

5.1. Foraging

The foraging behaviour of bumblebees and honeybees has two components that involve spatial cognition: finding nectar or pollen sources and finding the nest or hive again following foraging. The latter has a memory component, since it consists of return to a familiar location. The former can sometimes, but not always, have a memory component because bees both return to familiar food sources and search for as-yet-undiscovered food sources. Honeybees can be guided by the waggle dance in their search for feeding sites that other members of the colony have already discovered, but honeybees also return to food sources they themselves have previously visited. Even with waggle dance information to assist them, honeybees have to remember the direction and distance information they have obtained from the waggle dance. Bumblebees do not follow directions they have obtained in the hive to locate food sources, though they may acquire some information about candidate food sources in the nest (Dornhaus and Chittka, 2001, 2004, 2005; Saleh and Chittka, 2006; Molet et al., 2009).

Naive B. terrestris bumblebees begin foraging within a few days of emerging from pupae and show a transition within a few more days from arcing and looping orientation flights near the hive to long directed foraging trips (Osborne et al., 2013). Honeybees are older, around 14 days, when they begin foraging (Capaldi et al., 2000) and they, too, show initial orientation flights near the hive followed by longer foraging trips. Honeybees’ orientation flights may be more restricted to the region around the hive compared to bumblebee orientation flights (Capaldi et al., 2000).

Honeybees use many navigational strategies to make the round trip from the hive to nectar sources, including dead reckoning, orientation to familiar landmarks near the hive, orientation to distant landmarks such as the horizon, the sun compass, and skylight polarization (Pahl et al., 2011). Much less is known about bumblebee navigation.

5.2. Homing

The classic test of spatial ability is homing performance (Tinbergen, 1932; Perdeck, 1958). Jean-Henri Fabre made what were probably the first observations of homing ability in bees (Fabre, 1879, 1882). In modern research, Goulson and Stout (2001) found that bumblebees (B. terrestris) captured leaving the nest and displaced were able to home from up to 10 km away. Over a range of displacements from 1 to 15 km, a significant negative relation was found between the proportion of bees returning home and displacement distance, falling to zero for displacements greater than 10 km. Bumblebees could, however, take up to 9 days to return home even from an intermediate distance of 3.5 km. Given the time taken to home, Goulson and Stout (2001) concluded that bumblebees are probably not using the sun compass or the earth’s magnetic field to orient, but are instead searching until they encounter familiar visual landmarks. Because bumblebees were displaced rapidly in opaque boxes, compass information determined at the release site would not by itself provide enough information for successful homing. Bumblebees would also have to know where they were in relation to home. The behaviour of the bees suggests they could not determine this at the release site but instead searched until they encountered familiar landmarks. Interestingly, one bee was later found foraging at a release site over 4 km from the nest, indicating that the foraging range in B. terrestris may be substantial. Other bumblebees, including B. pascorum, B. rederatrius and B. muscorum are thought to forage much closer to home and displacement studies with these species could provide new information on species differences and the role of experience in long-distance homing (Goulson and Stout, 2001).

Displacement of honeybees had a similar outcome when bees were displaced in four compass directions (Pahl et al., 2011). Homing success declined with displacement distance over the range 0 to 13 km, falling to zero at about 6 km in three out of four compass directions but only falling to zero at 11 km in the remaining compass direction. The horizon included distinctive elevation features when viewed from the different release points and the authors concluded that these visual features were the cause of differences in homing success from different compass directions. As with bumblebees, homing from novel release sites appeared to require successful detection of familiar landmarks rather than sun compass, skylight polarization or magnetic field information. Honeybees, like bumblebees in the experiment described above, were displaced in dark containers and so could not extract homing information simply from their displacement to the release sites. Because bees had been captured as they returned to the hive and then displaced, path integration could not account for successful homing either because their path integration mechanism would, presumably, be set to zero at the hive. As with bumblebees, successful homing sometimes took several days.

Both bumblebees and honeybees therefore appear to home from displacements well outside their normal foraging range by searching until they encounter familiar visual landmarks. The long times required in some cases for homing and the nature of the experimental procedures indicate that neither honeybees nor bumblebees are able to determine their location relative to home at unfamiliar release sites.

Honeybees on their first flights out of the hive and when departing from a new food source “turn back and look” (Lehrer, 1993). This behaviour consists of turning 180° to face the hive or food source and re-approaching it repeatedly while swaying to and fro (Lehrer, 1993). The behaviour can initially last up to 20 s but decreases in duration on subsequent departures and then ceases. Bumblebees leaving their nest behave differently, performing a series of looping flights (Philippides et al., 2013). On the return approach to the nest, bumblebees fly in a series of zigzags in which the angle between flight direction and the nest, and the angle between body orientation and flight direction, recapitulate those of the departure flight. The result is that the retinal position of the nest and the retinal positions of landmarks near the nest closely match during departure and return flights. This suggests that bumblebees relocate their nest by matching their nest-centred view of the surroundings on approach to a remembered nest-centred view acquired during departure (Philippides et al., 2013).

Animals can orient to the geometry of the space in which they find themselves (Cheng, 1986). The test of orientation by geometry is that an animal should confuse locations that are geometrically equivalent, opposite corners of a rectangular enclosure, for example. Two of the corners of a rectangular enclosure will have a long wall on the left and a short wall on the right and thus be geometrically equivalent. Bumblebees and honeybees searching for nectar reward can orient using the geometry of an enclosure and make the same error of confusing diagonally opposite and geometrically equivalent corners (Dittmar et al., 2014). Honeybees and
bumblebees do not, however, confuse the geometrically equivalent corners when given additional featural cues either inside or outside the enclosure. When geometry and featural cues were placed in conflict, bees reliably chose the reward location based on featural cues not geometry. Bumblebees and honeybees behaved almost identically in these experiments (Dittmar et al., 2014).

5.3. Non-foraging spatial behaviour

Foraging is not the only context in which bees engage in spatial search. Male and female bumblebees and honeybees both search for mates. Bumblebee queens and honeybee workers search for suitable sites to establish colonies, and cuckoo bumblebees search for the nests of other species of bumblebee to parasitize. These suitable sites to establish colonies, and cuckoo bumblebees search for mates. Bumblebee queens and honeybee workers search for nests or a previously visited food source. There may be a memory component, however, in structuring search to maximize encounter with mates or potential nest sites and to avoid revisits to places already searched. The paths of honeybees searching for their nest or a food source can be modelled as Lévy flights (Reynolds et al., 2013; Reynolds et al., 2007a,b). In Lévy flight, the distribution of the lengths of path segments follows the power law: short segments are common, intermediate length segments are less common, and very long segments also occur but with low probability. The arcing and looping orientation flights of bumblebees described earlier show the characteristics of Lévy flight (Osborne et al., 2013). It may not be surprising that both honeybees and bumblebees sometimes exhibit Lévy flight. Flights of this kind can produce optimal search (Reynolds et al., 2013). There is very little information, however, on the role of learning, memory or other cognitive processes in search or on whether bumblebees and honeybees use the same cognitive processes during search.

6. Timing

Bumblebees are able to estimate the duration of time intervals in the range of a few seconds up to several minutes both in a bumblebee-sized operant chamber and in a more natural foraging environment (Boisvert and Sherry, 2006; Boisvert et al., 2007). Interval timing of this kind is distinct from circadian timing which bumblebees and other insects also exhibit (Chittka et al., 2013; Pahl et al., 2007; Moore et al., 1998) and which plays an important role in time-place learning. In time-place learning, animals associate reward at a particular location with the time of day when reward occurs. Honeybees and stingless bees both show time-place learning (von Frisch, 1967; Murphy and Breed, 2008; de Jesus et al., 2014; Moore et al., 2011). Interval timing is quite a different phenomenon. In interval timing, animals time the duration of intervals much shorter than a day. In experiments with bumblebees, we made nectar available on a fixed interval (FI) schedule (Boisvert and Sherry, 2006). In such a schedule, the first response after a fixed interval of time has elapsed produces reward. Bumblebees’ responses showed the pattern of responding typically found in vertebrates on an FI schedule, withholding responding for about one third to one half of the interval and exhibiting the maximum rate of responding at the end of the interval. Bumblebees were also able to time multiple FIs simultaneously (Boisvert and Sherry, 2006).

In a more natural foraging situation, bumblebees learned to suspend foraging on low value artificial flowers containing 2.5 μl of 25% sucrose when a high value flower containing 40 μl of 50% sucrose became available (Boisvert et al., 2007). Visits to the high value flower peaked at about the time the high value flower became available, which was either 30 s or 150 s after beginning foraging on the low value flowers. This evidence for interval timing ability is particularly interesting because bumblebees had to estimate a time interval that began with their own initiation of foraging on the low value flowers, not a learned signal indicating the beginning of the interval to be timed as is usual in most interval timing experiments.

Bumblebees may time their return to flowers according to the rates of nectar replenishment in the field, though there is little direct evidence for this. Most studies of trapline foraging in bumblebees focus on the spatial rather than the temporal patterns of traplining (Lhoreau et al., 2012). Whether honeybees are capable of interval timing remains to be determined, though there is evidence that honeybees are sensitive to durations. Honeybee foragers use the time needed to find a food-storing worker to take the nectar they have collected in order to adjust their foraging to the ability of the colony to process the nectar they collect (Seeley and Tovey, 1994).

7. Metacognition

Metacognition, monitoring one’s own cognition (Roberts et al., 2012), is generally considered the domain of humans and primates, but has recently been explored in honeybees (Perry and Barron, 2013). The standard paradigm for testing metacognition involves presenting an animal with a test and then giving them the option of either taking or opting out of the test (Hampton, 2001). If the animal chooses to take the test they will receive a reward if they are correct and punishment if they are incorrect. If they opt out they do not get the reward, but they are able to avoid punishment. In this paradigm, animals should opt out when tests are hard and they are likely to receive punishment, but they should choose to take the test in order to get a reward when they have enough information to get the test right. There are a number of variations on the design, but the principle remains the same: animals that can monitor whether they have the appropriate information to succeed or fail on a particular trial should use the opt out choice when appropriate to maximize reward.

In Perry and Barron’s (2013) task, honeybees were presented with a discrimination task and they could either take the test or opt out and be presented with another discrimination. Target stimuli were identical shapes presented either above or below a horizontal reference line. Choice of the target above the line was rewarded with 50 μl of 2 M sucrose; choice of the target below the line was punished with 50 μl of 50 mM quinine hydrochloride and a puff of air. This reward contingency was reversed for half of the subjects. Discrimination was made increasingly difficult by moving the target stimuli closer to the reference line until in the most difficult discrimination the targets overlapped the reference line and the two stimuli were indistinguishable. Bees were trained with one set of targets and tested with novel targets.

The results showed that some bees chose to opt out more when the discriminations were hard and that they performed better when they elected to take a test than when they were forced to take a test. The results are interesting, but the authors admit that they are consistent with other proposed associative learning explanations for success on metacognition tasks. Stimuli consisting of targets near or overlapping the reference line could become associated with a high probability of punishment, leading to avoidance of both stimuli and a choice to opt out on such trials.

Sensitivity to the ability to solve a problem is not without precedent in honeybees however. The natural turn back and look behaviour, mentioned earlier, that honeybees perform to gather navigational information is highly flexible and bees change the duration of their learning flights depending on their need for information (Wei et al., 2002). Turn back and look is different from what is generally considered metacognition (Roberts et al., 2012), but it does provide support for the idea that honeybees are sensitive to the amount of information they possess and when to gather more.
8. Conclusions

Given the differences in social organization and foraging between bumblebees and honeybees, we might expect there to be differences in what they can learn and remember and how accurately they can remember it. From the evidence that is available, bumblebees seem to be better at serial reversal learning than honeybees. This indicates that bumblebees are more behaviourally flexible and can better adjust their behaviour to changing reward contingencies. This conforms to what might be expected if bumblebees, as individual foragers, are more likely to have to solve the problem of changing floral reward contingencies themselves, compared to honeybees that are guided by information about floral reward acquired in the hive. This is also consistent with the observation of greater floral constancy in honeybees. Subsequent experiments may, of course, show that honeybees are better at serial reversal learning than the present evidence suggests, but flexibility and reversal learning seem promising topics for further comparative research on bee cognition.

Bumblebees, at least in our lab, seem stubbornly unable to solve delayed matching-to-sample tasks. This may depend on how well our task conformed to bumblebee perceptual abilities and motivation but there does, nevertheless, seem to be a difference between the ease with which honeybees and bumblebees learn to match to a previously presented visual stimulus. In other contexts, bumblebees are capable of recognizing stimuli they have previously encountered and so the apparent difference in performance between honeybees and bumblebees on this simple task merits further investigation.

Honeybees are capable of learning relational concepts. It is not known whether individual bumblebees can also learn concepts like same/different or above/below. Observation of groups of bumblebees indicate they will make choices consistent with having learned a same/different concept and further examination of concept learning in both honeybees and bumblebees would be valuable.

The numerical abilities of bumblebees and honeybees, so far as they have been investigated, seem very similar. A fruitful avenue for research would be examination of natural foraging, orientation, and social behaviour in which number is the preferred dimension that bees attend to.

Whether bumblebees differ from honeybees in spatial cognition is an open question. Homing performance from unfamiliar release sites seems very similar in both species. There is, however, much less known about the details of bumblebee spatial cognition than is known for honeybees. In honeybees, landmark recognition, estimation of goal direction from landmarks, matching of the visual surround to visual landmarks, use of optic flow for visual “odometry” and many other topics have been extensively examined (Srinivasan et al., 2014; Cheng, 2000; Collett et al., 2006; Dittmar et al., 2011). Research on bumblebees has tended to focus on the outcomes of spatial ability, such as traplining. Much less is known about the mechanisms of bumblebee spatial cognition. A trip to collect nectar and return to the nest is, in its simplest form, identical in an experienced bumblebee or honeybee: leave a familiar central place, fly to a familiar patch of flowers, and return. The simple prediction is that the spatial abilities used to solve this problem are identical in bumblebees and honeybees. Testing this prediction might uncover unexpected differences in how these closely related animals perform spatial tasks and produce new information on the variety of ways in which such spatial problems can be solved.

Bumblebees are able to time interval durations up to 150 s and probably longer. There is no reason to suppose honeybees do not have similar timing abilities but this has never been tested. As with spatial cognition, a direct comparison of timing abilities in bumblebees and honeybees could be very informative. It is not known how bumblebees use their timing ability. The durations that have been examined experimentally are short compared to the nectar replenishment times of flowers, but the timing ability of bumblebees for much longer durations not been tested. Timing may also be used in other contexts, such as handling times for extracting floral nectar, estimating the time required to off-load nectar (Seeley and Tovey, 1994), or integration over time of visual flow (Srinivasan et al., 2000). Differences in timing ability between bumblebees and honeybees might lead to new discoveries about the role of time in bumblebee and honeybee foraging, social behaviour, and navigation.

Honeybees seem capable of assessing whether or not they possess sufficient information to make a correct choice in a foraging task. They also seem capable of determining when their turn back and look behaviour has gathered enough information to successfully return to a spatial location. Memory monitoring of this kind, or metacognition, may not be restricted to vertebrates but instead be a widespread ability of animals that make choices on the basis of previous experience. Further examination of metacognition and a comparison or bumblebee and honeybee memory monitoring may lead to new discoveries about a little-understood phenomenon in animal cognition.

There have been a small number of studies in which the cognitive abilities and behaviour of bumblebees and honeybees have been explicitly compared under standardized conditions (Townsend-Mehler et al., 2011; Townsend-Mehler and Dyer, 2012; Dittmar et al., 2014). These studies stand as clear examples of what can be learned from well-designed comparative research with bumblebees and honeybees. Ideally, information on the cognitive abilities of many more species from a much broader range of families and tribes would make it possible to use phylogenetic comparative methods to examine the evolution of the cognitive traits of bees. Given the practical difficulty of such an enterprise and the confounding effects of perception, attention, and motivation in comparing cognition in different species, a comparative approach based on neural circuitry and patterns in gene expression might hold more promise (Chittka et al., 2012). It is clear, however, that many challenging questions about animal cognition can be fruitfully examined in bees and that the comparative approach has shown variation in how cognitive tasks are solved in nature. There is, in addition, a further important way in which research with bumblebees and honeybees can make a significant contribution to the contemporary study of animal cognition.

Comparative cognition as a field has become increasingly tangled up in questions that may be unresolvable. Do animals have episodic memory for events they have experienced? Can they plan for the future? Do animals mentally travel backward and forward in time, re-experiencing the past and pre-experiencing the future? Do animals possess a theory of mind or consciousness? Questions such as these, found as one researcher has put it in the “romantic” regions of the animal cognition landscape where folk psychology replaces a rationalist and materialist approach (Penn, 2011), tend not to intrude into research on bees. To be sure, a few researchers have proposed that bees solve problems by conscious thought. In a discussion of the honeybee dance language, Griffin and Speck (2004) wrote, “... increasing evidence of complex cognition indicates that some invertebrates may take advantage of the effectiveness of conscious thinking when faced with challenging problems (p.13).” These authors take the complexity of honeybee behaviour and the fact that bees communicate as evidence for consciousness. For most researchers, neither complexity of behaviour nor communication provide evidence of consciousness and even for humans, the explanatory power of consciousness in understanding the causal processes of cognition is not clear (Shettleworth, 2010a,b). Most researchers working with bees are less inclined to invoke consciousness to understand how bumblebee and honeybee cognition works and instead focus on what kind of experience...
and neural processes cause behaviour. Research with bumblebees and honeybees may help lead research in comparative cognition away from its current preoccupation with anthropocentric issues and focus instead on ideas and hypotheses about cognition that can be tested by experiment and observation of animal behaviour. We think Jerry Hogan would approve.
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